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Abstract

Objective: Many researchers use cloud file storage platforms such as Box and Google Drive as the 
sole data management platform for all of their research data throughout the course of their projects. 
Researchers have lost access to their preferred platforms due to changes in licensing agreements 
and cost to their institutions, leaving researchers to figure out a new system on their own. This paper 
describes differences between these platforms that affect research data workflows. 

Methods: We selected four commonly used cloud file storage vendors (Box, Dropbox, Google Drive, 
and Microsoft SharePoint/OneDrive) to assess. The authors read public user documentation for the 
platforms and identified several differences, such as maximum file size, that could affect research data 
workflows. For each difference, we recorded the specifics of each platform then narrowed the scope to 
features that vary across the platforms. 

Results: We identified three areas where cloud platforms differed in ways that affect data management: 
data stewardship, storage capacity, and file organization. Data stewardship is affected by variations in 
the platforms’ approaches to individual vs. group ownership of files and how user roles are defined and 
assigned. The platforms also differ in limits on total capacity, individual file size, total number of files, 
and the amount of data that can be moved in and out of the platform. Some of these limits vary by 
access method (e.g. API vs web interfaces). Finally many differences affect how data can be organized, 
such as number of files per folder, synchronization, and file sharing restrictions. 

Conclusions: Some research data workflows may be negatively affected by moving between cloud file 
storage platforms. Researchers will need assistance identifying differences between the platforms and 
modifying disrupted data workflows.
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Introduction

Researchers at academic institutions collect, analyze, share, publish, and archive data throughout the research 
data lifecycle, often within the same storage platform. Many institutions once offered unlimited cloud file 
storage with all the features necessary for the entire lifecycle at no cost to researchers. However, restricted 
storage quotas (Weers 2021) and increased prices (Krazit, n.d.) caused institutions to seek more cost-
effective solutions and migrate university data including research data to other storage platforms, despite the 
enormous amount of work required by such migrations. While these platforms might seem interchangeable 
on the surface, subtle differences can cause some researchers to have to change their data workflows. This 
paper will discuss differences among these platforms that can affect research data management.

Methods and Results

We selected four common cloud file storage vendors to evaluate: Box (Box, n.d.), Google Drive (Google, 
n.d.), Dropbox (Dropbox, n.d.) and Microsoft SharePoint/OneDrive (Microsoft 2023b). We chose several 
criteria (see Supplemental Material) and recorded information by reviewing public user documentation 
provided by the vendors. We then identified factors that (1) cannot be negotiated with the vendor and (2) 
vary between platforms. We divided the types of limitations into three groups based on their impact on data 
management: data stewardship, capacity, and file organization. Each group is discussed in turn below.

Data stewardship

Research data is governed by policies that vary by funding agreements (United States: National Archives 
and Records Administration: Office of the Federal Register 2013; Blum 2012), copyright law (OpenAIRE, 
n.d.; Kuschel and Dolling 2022), and institutional policies (Government of Canada 2021). While the details 
vary, the goal of these policies is to keep the data secure and usable into the future. The way cloud file storage 
platforms handle file ownership and access affects the risk of data loss and exposure. 

In assessing the platforms, we divided them into two categories: individual and group storage. Files within 
individual storage are owned by an individual user and can be shared with others. However, when that user’s 
account is deactivated, the files are removed from the platform, even when shared with other research group 
members. All platforms we evaluated have individual storage associated with each user account (Table 1). 
Using individual storage introduces the risk of data loss at worst and creates another task when offboarding 
employees at best. In contrast, files within group storage aren’t tied to an individual user: they are associated 
with the enterprise license. Individual users can be granted access to files in group storage. Notably, the Box 
platform does not have group storage, though some universities have used institutional logins that are not 
tied to an individual to simulate this feature.
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 Table 1: Cloud file storage platforms by types of storage

Platforms

Vendor Individual storage Group storage

Box Box None

Dropbox Dropbox Dropbox Team

Google Google Drive Shared Drive

Microsoft OneDrive SharePoint

Access to files in either type of storage can be extended to other users. The roles available vary greatly by name 
and function (Table 2). All four individual storage platforms have versions of owner, editor, and viewer roles 
(Box 2020e; Dropbox, n.d.; Google, n.d.; n.d.; Microsoft 2021; n.d.). Owners have full rights to the content: 
they can create, add, view, delete, copy, move, and share files and folders they own. Editors can generally edit, 
share, move, and delete files. Viewers can view the files on all platforms and can also make comments on files 
in Dropbox and Box. Google Drive and OneDrive have separate roles for commenting (commenter or “can 
review”). Group storage has roles similar to editors (member, contributor, etc.) and restricts these roles from 
sharing. Separate roles—like admin, owner or manager—control access. Additionally, Google Shared Drive 
contributors cannot delete content from the drive, but “content manager” can delete files and may be able 
to share content at the discretion of the manager. The variation in the names of and permissions associated 
with these roles could cause confusion when moving between platforms and could result in researchers 
sharing data in an unintended way.

Capacity

These platforms also differ in the volume of data they can accommodate. The total capacity, how capacity is 
distributed, and what counts against a user’s quota vary among the platforms (Table 3). Box and Dropbox 
continue to offer unlimited storage at increased prices that vary by storage capacity (Box, n.d.; n.d., Dropbox, 
n.d.). Google offers a set amount of storage for an entire institution that can be distributed by storage 
administrators through Google Workspace (Google, n.d.). For example, Google Workspace for Education 
is offered to qualifying institutions at no cost and includes 100 TB of pooled storage for all users with the 
option to purchase more storage for the pool (Google, n.d.). Microsoft distributes storage to users uniformly 
(1 TB for individual and max 25 TB for group storage) (Microsoft, n.d.; 2023b). Storage administrators can 
limit how many SharePoint sites are created and what their quotas are (Microsoft 2023a; 2023c). Files owned 
by a user in individual storage count against the quota, including previous versions and items pending 
deletion depending on the platform. Additionally, platforms that are integrated with email and messaging 
applications (Microsoft and Google products) include file attachments against quotas for account’s individual 
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Individual storage Group storage

Vendor Role Share
Edit, 

move, 
delete

Comment View Role Share
Edit, 

move, 
delete

Comment View

Box

owner x x x x

co-owner x x§ x x

editor x x§ x x

viewer x x

Dropbox

admin x

owner x x x x owner x x x

editor x x x x editor x† x x

viewer x x viewer x x

Google

owner x x x x manager x x x x

content 
manager

x‡ x x x

editor x x x x contributor x= x x

commenter x x commenter 
viewer

x x

Microsoft

owner x x x x owner x x x x

can edit x x x x member x x x

can review x x

can view x visitor x

* Box also includes unique roles, uploader and previewer, and combination roles “viewer uploader” and “previewer uploader”.

§ cannot delete top-level folders

† only admins can move folders out of a team folder

‡ optional, managers can restrict this option

= contributors cannot move or delete files

Table 2: User roles and permissions by each platform
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storage in OneDrive or Google Drive (Box 2022; Dropbox, n.d.; Google, n.d.; Microsoft, n.d.). Notably, 
Dropbox also counts files that users outside a user’s enterprise subscription share with them against their 
quota, counting the same file against multiple users’ quotas (Dropbox, n.d.). Thus, the amount of storage a 
given dataset will take up could vary between the platforms.

These platforms also limit the maximum file size, number of files, and data movement in and out of the 
platform (Table 3). Individual file size limits range from 150 GB to 5 TB (Box 2020d; Dropbox, n.d.; Google, 
n.d.; Microsoft, n.d.). Further limits are applied to different access methods on some platforms. For example, 
Box limits files uploaded through their mobile app and sync client to 15 GB and by email to 50 MB, and 
Dropbox limits files uploaded through the API to 350 GB and web interface to 50 GB (Box, n.d., Dropbox 
n.d). Limits on the total number of files allowed differ by orders of magnitude, with Dropbox having no 
stated limit (Table 3) (Box 2020b; Microsoft 2023b). All platforms limit data movement in and out of the 
platform, either by number of files or amount of data uploaded or downloaded in a defined time period (Box 
2020c; Dropbox, n.d.; Google, n.d.; Microsoft, n.d.). The implications of these limits will be covered in the 
discussion section.

Table 3: Capacity limits by vendor

Vendor Total File size File number Data movement

Box Unlimited 150 GB 1,000,000 per 
user

1 TB/user/month 
download

Dropbox As much space as 
needed

2 TB None 4 TB/ day download

Google 100 TB per institution 5 TB 400,000 per 
shared drive

750 GB/day upload

Microsoft 5 TB per user, 25 TB 
per SharePoint library

250 GB 30,000,000 total 
per user

250 GB or 10,000 files 
per day download

File Organization 

Limitations that affect file organization vary widely among the platforms (Table 4). Box and Google Drive 
limit the number of files users can have in a folder (Box 2020b; Google, n.d.). Google also limits the number 
of files in Shared Drives (Google, n.d.). Furthermore, platforms limit the number of files or folders that can 
be shared and synced, some by number of items, other by the depth of the folder hierarchy, the total number 
of shared folders or the number of users or groups they are shared with (Microsoft, n.d., Dropbox, n.d., 
Google, n.d.). These limitations force a choice between reorganizing files or effort sharing many smaller 
folders individually. Finally, these platforms also experience performance issues when syncing many files 
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using desktop applications. Box reports service degradation when syncing >100,000 files, while Dropbox 
and Microsoft suggest syncing less than 300,000 files (Box 2020a; Dropbox, n.d.; Microsoft, n.d.).

Table 4: Limitations that affect file organization

Platform Files per folder Sharing Sync

Box 15,000 Unlimited <100,000 files

Dropbox Unlimited 30,000 folders 
1,500 subfolders

<300,000 files

Google Drive 500,000 100 groups 
600 members

Unlimited

Microsoft OneDrive/
Sharepoint

Unlimited 50,000 files <300,000 files

Discussion and Conclusion 

While cloud file storage platforms seem interchangeable on the surface, this article identifies several 
differences that affect the risk of data loss, sharing and collaboration, the size of the files that can be stored, 
and how files can be organized. Some limitations, like total capacity, are flexible because institutions can 
buy more storage, as cost prohibitive as it may be. Though the increased cost of these platforms has been 
disruptive, this change makes sense: storage with more capacity and features tends to cost more to operate 
than storage without these features. This tradeoff is similar to high speed data storage attached to high 
performance computing clusters being more expensive than storage on other research data storage clusters. 
However, researchers are largely still insulated from the economics of data storage because their institutions 
offer cloud file storage at no cost, but charge for dedicated research storage. Changing the relative cost of 
storage platforms offered to reflect the actual cost to the university could nudge researchers to use cloud 
file storage for their intended purpose (sharing and document collaboration) and find more cost-effective 
solutions for storing and archiving large datasets. 

Other differences are integral to the platforms and cannot be negotiated. These hard limitations affect 
particular research projects differently: 

• Individual file size limits can prevent researchers from storing large files like videos or 3D 
images. 

• File number limitations affect projects that generate many small files like outputs from computer 
models that vary multiple parameters. 
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• Sync limits also affect researchers who work with many small files, exacerbated by unstable 
internet connections.

• API upload and data movement limits restrict automation of high-throughput data workflows. 

When encountering these workflow disruptions, researchers need help identifying the problem and 
reworking their data workflows to accommodate. 

Finally, other differences require researchers to shift their mindset about data storage and organization. 
Many researchers are accustomed to organizing their data in individual storage based on a system that works 
for them and sharing specific files and folders with collaborators. Using group storage space mitigates the 
chance of data loss. However, because group storage grants access to a group of people by default, researchers 
need to think about an organization strategy that works for everyone and only store things that everyone 
should have access to in that space. For example, creating group storage for an entire research group seems 
like a good strategy, but won’t work for projects that contain data subject to data use agreements that require 
only certain named individuals have access. A project based organization approach will work better in this 
case. Whether using group or individual storage, differences in limits to what a user can share also affects 
data organization. For example, a migration from Box to Dropbox means a shift from unlimited sharing 
to a limit of 30,000 shared folders and a limit of 1,500 subfolders in a folder. For a lab that runs cryo-EM 
experiments generating many small files and folders (Baldwin et al. 2018), this could mean that data has to 
be reorganized before migration. 

In short, these platforms have differences that affect research data management. These differences became 
apparent when universities moved between cloud file storage platforms. As research data and computing 
support professionals, we can help researchers adapt to this change. Additionally, as these platforms become 
less useful as data management platforms, our profession can help researchers and our institutions think 
more holistically about researchers’ data storage needs and how to incentivize good data management 
practices.

Data Availability 
All data collected for this study is contained within manuscript tables. 
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